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TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY: AN ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE

Workshop on Technological Literacy and Technology Education

National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.
March 4-5, 1996

Presenter: Dr. Ming H. Land
Professor of Technology and Dean
College of Fine and Applied Arts

Appalachian State University, Boone, NC U.S.A.

The world is being rapidly transformed by science and technology

in ways that have profound significance for the economic well-being

in a democratic society. One major impact is that work will require

much scientific and technological competence and a great deal of

flexibility and adaptability to an evolving body of knowledge and

new opportunities requiring modified skills. Successful

participation in a rapidly changing world economy will require that

we have a more skillful and adaptable citizenry and workforce than

ever before. This is the vision of a world-wide educational reform

that recognizes scientific and technological literacy as the

cornerstone where all individuals can participate fully as citizens

and as productive workers. The challenge for technological

education is to develop a vision and framework of what constitutes

technological literacy and design and build curriculum that

enhances technological literacy.

Technology Education and Technological Literacy

Early Concept of Technological Literacy. The concept of

technological literacy, although relatively new in the history of

education, was expressed by John Dewey (1916) in his book titled

Democracy and Education:

It is pertinent to note that in the history of the race the
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sciences grew gradually out from useful social occupations. Physics
developed slowly out of the use of tools and machines; the
important branch of physics known as mechanics testifies in its
name to its original associations. The lever, wheel, inclined
planes, etc., were among the first great intellectual discoveries
of mankind, and they are none the less intellectual because they
occurred in the course of seeking for means of accomplishing
practical ends.

Dewey continued to advocate education for scientific and

technological literacy based on industrial occupations (technology)

when he stated:

Industry has ceased to be essentially an empirical, rule-of
thumb procedure, handed down by custom. Its technique is now
technological: that is to say, based upon machinery resulting from
discoveries in mathematics, physics, chemistry, eta. The economic
revolution has stimulated science by setting problems for solution,
by producing greater intellectual respect for mechanical
appliances. And industry received back payment from science with
compound interest. As a consequence, industrial occupations have
infinitely greater intellectual content and infinir.ely larger
cultural possibilities than they used to possess. The demand for
such education as will acquaint workers with the scientific and
social bases as bearings of their pursuits become imperative, since
those who are without it inevitably sink to the role of appendages
to the machines they operate.

He concluded by stating that:

Skill and information about materials, tools, and laws of energy
are acquired while activities are carried on for their own sake.
The fact that they are sucially representative gives a quality to
the skill and knowledge gained which makes them transferable to
out-of-school situations.

Students of history of education all know that Dewey was

strongly opposed to state and federal legislation which would

establish separate systems of vocational schools alongside the

general education. Instead, he proposed a new kind of industrial

education as part of general education reform whose aim would be to

cultivate "industrial intelligence," a popular term of the time

that we call it today technological literacy. Dewey's (1917)
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definition of "industrial intelligence" was: a knowledge of the

conditions and processes of present manufacturing, transportation

and commerce so that the individ,:al may be able to make his own

choices and his own adjustments, and be master, so far as in him

lies, of his own fate.

AIAA and ITEA. From the perspective of technology education

profession, the first real impetus to the introduction of

technology education based on technological literacy came in 1947

when Dr. William E. Warner and a group of his graduate students at

The Ohio State University proposed "A Curriculum to Reflect

Technology," at the American Industrial Arts Association annual

conference, which introduced five areas of technology--

communications, construction, power, transportation, and

manufacturing--for the study of industrial arts that would replace

the vocational areas of manual and industrial arts education such

as woodworking, metalworking, drafting, and printing, etc. Much of

the curriculum efforts in industrial arts and technology education

that followed until now have been stron7ly influenced by this

curriculum concept. A common technology eAucation program at the

high school, according to Gilberti (1994), still includes these

five areas and numerous coul'ses:

Common Technology Education Courses at the High School

Communication

Introduction to Communication
Design/Drafting
Photography
Graphic Arts
Telecommunication

3
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Manufacturing

Introduction to Manufacturing
Materials Processing
Computer-Aided Manufacturing
Production Technology

Transprirtation

Introduction to Transportation
Aviation Technology
Atmospheric Transportation
Marine Transportation
space Transportation
Terrestrial Transportation

Construction

Introduction to Construction
Materials Processing
Architectural Drawing
Commercial/Residential Construction

Energy and Power

Introduction to Energy and Power
Alternative Energy Sources
Electronic Control Technology
Electronics
Principles of Technology Robotics

Capstone Courses

Research and Development
Applications of Technology
Invention and Innovation

In 1950, under Dr. Warner's direction, Delmar Olson wrote his

doctoral dissertation titled Technology and Industrial Arts that

recommended the study of technology for industrial arts. His book,

Industrial Arts and Technology, published in 1963, stressed the

challenge of technology as a source for students' discovery and

development of aptitudes and applications in the field of

industrial arts education. One year later, Paul DeVore (1964)

wrote an influential monograph titled Technology: An Intelle
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Discipline. This document laid the foundation for technology as

the original framework for curriculum development that is known

today as technology education.

The Jackson's Mill Industrial Arts Curriculum. Theory (Snyder and

Hales, 1981) is considered by many technology education

professionals as a very significant curriculum document of the

1980s. The Jackson's Mill concept was further modified as Jackson's

Mill II which combines manufacturing and construction into

production technology and adds bio-related technology to technology

education curriculum.

It is the International Technology Education Association (ITEA)

that has brought the concept of technolOgical literacy to the

forefront of the technology education profession in the 1990s.

ITEA's professional improvement plan for 1990 to 1995 states its

mission as iollows:

The mission of the ITEA is to advance technological literacy.

Consistent with this mission, ITEA challenges its members to:

1. Provide a philosophical foundation for the study of

technology that emphasizes technological literacy.

2. Provide teaching and learning systems for developing

technological literacy.

3. Poster research and advance technological literacy.

Definition of Technological Literacy. The 40th yearbook of the

Council for Technology Education was devoted to the topic of

technological literacy, It represents the most comprehensive study

on this topic to date. Technology literacy is defined as follows:

5
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Technological literacy is a multi-dimensional term necessarily
includes the ability to use technology (practical dimension), the
ability to understand the issues raised by or use of technology
(civic dimension), and the appreciation for the significance of
technology (cultural dimension). (Dyrenfurth, 1991)

David J. Pucel, a professor of vocational and technical

education at the University of Minnesota, has been a consistent

advocate for technology literacy. In 1989, he wrote an article in

the Journal of Technology and Society that proposes technological

literacy as a goal and role for industrial arts education. His

latest article (1995) in The Technology Teacher defines

technological literacy as:

The possession of understandings of technological evolution and
innovation, and the ability to apply tools, equipment, ideas,
processes and materials to the satisfactory solution of human
needs.

This definition is based upon the assumption that

technologically literate people have two primary characteristics:

(1) they understand the technological method; and (2) they have

ieveloped basic "common sense" level knowledge of technology

through experiences with tools, equipment, ideas, processes and

materials.

Echoing the call for technological literacy by ITEA, Dr. Lung-

Sheng Lee (1991) of National Taiwan Normal University proposed a

name change for industrial arts in Taiwan's educational system to

technology education in a May 1, 1991 article of the Central Daily

News. He stated that the main purpose of industrial arts education

is to enhance technological literacy of students. He described the

human environment that has been technological. When we are looking

at a home or an office or through a window opening onLo

6
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landscaping, we are looking at human constructs, tailored by

technology. Engineering and technology have in large measure

created modern history. Technology education offers a solid

grounding that would go far in equipping students for life in the

technological world.

Technology for All Americans. Spearheaded by ITEA, Technology for

All Americans project, with the main theme of "Technological

Literacy: Expanded Capability for a Changing World" and under the

direction of Dr. William E. Dugger of Virginia Tech University, was

started in 1994. Funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF)

and the NASA, it is the largest research project ever funded for

the study of technology education. Phase I of the.project is to

develop a rationale and structure for technological studies and

build national consensus on the issues. Phase II, which is to begin

in 1996, will develop standards for technology education programs

in :rades K through 12 along with standards for teacher education.

When completed, this project will bring latest research and

innovative ideas to the development of a vital vision concerning

how technology education interfaces with science, mathematics,

engineering, and other discipline.

Science, Engineering and Technological Literacy

Engineering Initiative. Technological literacy has also been the

focus of the science and engineering disciplines. As far back as 31

years ago, a secondary-school curriculum called The Man-Made World:

Engineering Concepts Curriculum, Project (ECCP), under the direction

of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, advocated technological
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literacy as a major goal of education for all people:

While ECCP has prepared specific educational objectives for
teachers to evaluate their effectiveness, the true goal of the
course is to start toward technological literacy.

The writers of the ECCP project warned three decades ago that

"the problems we face as a nation are monumental. We not only need

to understand technology, we must also anticipate its side effects.

Change today is so rapid and the visible effects are often so

delayed that the wrong decision can lead tO major problems before

the effects can be reversed. The ECCP project recommended that

precollege education equip students:

1. To use technology to improve the quality of many personal and

professional technology-based decisions.

2. to participate intelligently as informed citizens in the

transition from an industrialized society to a post-industrialized

service and information age.

3. To be more active in shaping public policy, which often

involves the use of sophisticated technology.

In order to achieve the goal of enhancing technology literacy,

two books were produced by the ECCP project to serve as basis for

instruction at the high school level. The first book, Man and His

Technology, covers primarily the fundamental. concepts of technology

of the 1970s in the following units: Technology to Serve Mani

Decision Making, Optimization, MOdeling, Systems, Patterns of

Change, Feedback, Stability, Machines and Systems. The second book,

Man and His Technolocm: Problems and Issues, includes the following

nine units: Systems and Decisions, Population, Delivery of Health

8
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Services, Emergencies, Decisions, Energy Crisis, and Noise

Environment.

Science and Technological Literacy. The National Science Board

Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and.;,

Technology (1983) criticized schools in the U.S. for not providing

adequate technology education in schools and urged American

education to develop a comprehensive, contemporary technOlogy

education in the elementary and secondary schools.in

approaches: (1) a specially one-year course treating

technological concepts, or (2) integration of technolo'gy.E4roughl,

other instructional topics front kindergarten to high schools. 'The

technology education program proposed by the Commission was greatily

influenced by the ECCP project as reflected in-the followingj;

technological skills recommended by the Commission: 4

. *

1. Formulating and solving problems and identifying alternaWre

solutions to problems.

2. Making connections between theory and practice, building.a0,

testing models.

3. Examining trade-offs and risk analysis, synthesizing and

designing.

`. -t
4. Using the concepts of feedback and stability.

The author (Land, 1984), in an article in The TechnolOgy

Teacher, echoed the Commission's call and urged the technology

education profession and ITEA to assume greater leadership and

responsibilitis for providing technology education for all

American Schools. The author warned that "if our profession does

9



not take the leadership role and accept this challenge, other

fields (e.g., science, mathematics, and junior engineering program)

will take over this important mission.

In 1985, the year in which Comet Halley was in the earth's

neighborhood, the American Association tor the Advancement of

Science (AAAS) undertook a comprehensive, long-term initiative to

transform science, mathematics and technology education for the

21st century--Project 2061. Why 2061? The period of the comet,

about 76 years, closely approximates the average human lifespan in

developed nations. Thus, we can expect about half of the people

born in 1985 to live to see the next appearance of Comet Halley in

2061. Project 2061 is predicated on the belief that the quality of

life in 2061 will depend above all on the education received by

this generation of children and the next. Project 2061 believes

that those young people need to leave school with a solid education

in science, mathematics, and technology--one that will enable them

to participate intelligently in science and to become responsible

and productive members of society. In addition, education must

prepare them for an .uncertain future and it must include

understandings and habits of mind that can serve as tools for

throughout life.

To achieve the gbal of science, mathematics and technology

education, Project 2061 unfolded in two stages. Phase I, addressed

what future generations should know about science, mathematics and

technology in a 1990 publication titled Science for All American.

Phase II transformed these learning goals into new curriculum

10
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concepts in a 1993 publication titled Benchmarks for Science

Literacy. Science Literacy, which includes technological literacy,

is defined as follows:

Science Literacy. A literate person is an educated person, one
having certain knowledge or competencies. But of course the rules
keep changing with regard to precisely which knowledge and
competencies define literacy....In today's world, adult literacy
has come to include knowledge and competencies associated with
science, mathematics, and technology. Project 2061 has undertaken
to identify the knowledge and habits of mind that people need if
they are to live interesting, responsible, and productive lives in
a culture in which science, mathematics, and technology are
central--that is, to describe what constitutes the substance of
science literacy....Science literacy enhances the ability of a
person to observe events perceptively, reflect on them
thoughtfully, and comprehend explanations offered for them. In
addition, those internal perceptions and reflections can provide
the person with a basis for making decisions and taking action.

Dr. Paul E. Gray (1988), a distinguished scientist and engineer

and former president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

has also been a strong advocate for scientific literacy. He warned

that America's ignorance of science and technology poses a threat

not only to the economic vitality but also to the democratic

process. He urged schools and colleges to "provide new programs

with a broad and comprehensive knowledge of both the liberal arts

and science and technology."

In 1988, ITEA joined with various professional and academic

groups such as the NSF and AAAS to form the National Association

for Science, Technology and Society (NASTS). Since then, NASTS has

sponsored its annual conference, known as the Technology Literacy

Conference. The conference offers participants the chance to meet

with others from around the U.S. and the world who are concerned

with the technology and science issues facing society.

11
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In recent years, the VSF has funded two research projects that

integrate science, mathematics, and technology at the middle school

level. One of these is the Illinois State University project. The

other is at Virginia Tech University, titled Technology/Science/

Mathematics Integration project. It has developed over 40

activities for the technology, science and mathematics teachers to

integrate their subjects at grades 6-8.

Principles of Technology (PT) is a course for vocational

students interested in technical careers and other secondary

students wishing to further their understanding of the physical

principles underlying modern technology. The development of the PT

colIrse is a cooperative activity of a consortium of 42 state

vocational education agencies in the U.S. and Alberta/ACCESS

network in Canada in association with the nonprofit American-

Canadian Agency for Instructional Technology (AIT) based in

Bloomington, Indiana and the Center for Occupational Research

Development (CORD) in Waco, Texas. PT includes 14 units of

instruction, with each unit dealing with one principle as it

applied in the four technological systems--mechanical, electrical,

fluid, and thermal--that make up both simple and complex

technological devices and equipment. The units are generally

presented over two years and in the following sequence:

First-Year Units: Force, Work, Rate, Resistance, Energy, Power, and
Force Transformers

Second-Year Units: Momentum, Waves and Vibrations, Energy
Converters, Transducers, Radiation, Optical Systems, Time Constants

PT has it origin in vocational education. It is, therefore, not

12



a course on implementing technology education. However, as McCade

(1991) put it, "the more one learns about PT, the more strongly

held is the conclusion that we in technology education could

learn much from it." McCade further stated:

PT is better at developing a basis for continuing learning about

technology than many courses identified as technology education. PT

has an organizational structure which helps students develop an

understanding of universal concepts of technology. Too often, even

courses labeled technology education impart skills which quickly

become obsolete. These universal concepts of technology will not

become obsolete and thus provide a foundation for life learning in

technological literacy.

Engineering-Based Technology Education. An exemplary technology

education program in the U.S. that complements mathematics and

science and integrates engineering into its content is the

technology education program in the State of New York. In March

1984, New York State Board of Regents published the Regents

Action Plan, which requires that every student in New York

State complete one year of technology education by the end of grade

eight. Schools in New York State typically offer a half year of the

Introduction to Technology program in seventh grade and a half year

in eighth grade. In seventh grade, students examine the historical

evolution of technology with emphasis on the major branches of

technology--physical, biological, information and communication.

Students study the systems and subsystems of technology and examine

how technology affect people and the environment. They also learn

13



techniques and methods that are used to solve technological

problems. In the eight grade, students learn how to choose

appropriate resources for te aological systems and how to process

and control the systems to meet human wants and needs.

The Princ4les of Engineering course is one of the New York

State approved electives in technology education for students in

grades 9-12. The modules that compose Principles of Engineering

constitute a one-year course organized around a set of major

concepts, skills, and attitudes that are generic and necessary to

all engineering endeavors. The major concepts, which are closely

related to those of the ECCP project are: modeling, systems,

optimization, technology-society interaction, design, and ethics.

The Technology Education Services Division of Virginia

Department of Education, in summer of 1984, launched a three-year

project in research and curriculum development for an Introduction

to Engineering program for high school students. the project

established an advisory committee, composed of industry leaders,

engineering faculty, and NASA scientists and engineers, to advise

the project personnel on curriculum development. The goal of the

project was to develop an experimental curriculum which integrates

the applications of mathematics and science into pre-engineering

program of technology education.

Introduction to Engineering is a two-year program, and offers as

high school elective. Course I, Challenge to Engineering,

introduces students to engineering profession and careers, history

of engineering, engineering communication and measurements,

14
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material science, computational tools, and engineering design

process. Course II, Research and Development, emphasizes the

applications of design process of engineering. Students from

engineering teams and select a group project for designing an

engineering product or device.

There were a number of studies in the U.S. and around the world

in the 1990s that iecommended the inclusion of engineering concepts

as foundation for technological studies. A UNESCO report in 1990

suggests that "every person in.all spcieties must have the

advantage of a basic education which includes scientific and

technological literacy." The National Research Ccmmittee on Science

Education Standards and Assessment (1992) recommended the

development of understandings of the concepts of engineering as the

primary responsibility of the technology education curriculum at

the primary and secondary school levels. Dugger (1994) stated that

we need to develop a long term goal for what should be a direction

and a vision for the intellectual content for the new "Engineering

and Technological curriculum." A good example of such a new program

is the DTEACH (Design Technology and Engineering for American's

Children) program currently under development in the Austin School

District in Austin, Texas. A review of the DTEACH subjects

indicates that the subjects are very similar to the subjects taught

at an undergraduate engineering level--mechanical (materials and

mechanisms), electrical, electronic, industrial (timemanagement),

engineering economics (product life cycles), information

processing and computer technology, and engineering design.

15
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(Crawford, et al., 1994).

Project 2061. Let's now take a close look at the concepts of

technological literacy proposed by AAAS in its Project 2061--

Science for All Americans and Benchmarks for Science Literacy.

I believe that these concepts represent the best thinking on

technological literacy today and will still be valid and relevant

for the 21st century.

I. Major Theme

The component of technology is engineering. Engineering is the
professional field most closely, or at least most deliberately,
associated with technology. The best way to become familiar with
the nature of engineering lies in Design and Technology Activities.

II. Design and Systems

1. Students should learn how to analyze situations and gather
relevant information, define problems, generate and evaluate ideas,
develop ideas into tangible solutions, and assess and improve
solutions.

2. Students need to develop drawing and modeling skills, along
with the ability to record their analyses and results in clear
language.

3. The major design consideration is constraints.

4. The concept of trade-off in technology

5. The concept of feedback in technology.

6. Technologies always have side effects.

7. Technological systems can fail.

8. There is no perfect design

9. The solution to one problem may create other problems.

10. Control systems have inputs, outputs, and feedback. In

almost all modern machines, microprocessors serve as center of

performing control.

11. In designing a device or process, thought should be given to
how it will be manufactured, operated, maintained, replaced and

16
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disposed of.

12. Complex systems have layers of control

13. Risk analysis is used to minimize the likelihood of unwanted
side effects.

14. To reduce the chance of system failure, performance testing
is often conducted using small-scale models, computer simulators,
and analogous systems.

III. Issues in Technology

1. The human presence: The human presence has caused great
impact and developed the capacity to dominate the earth.

2. That capacity has both advantages and disadvantages.

2.1. Making other living organisms at risk
2.2. Energy consumption
2.3. Mining and manufacturing efforts and pollution
2.4. Nuclear energy

3. Technology and social interactions.

3.1. Soci'al, political and economic focus strongly influences
technological developments

3.2. Technology has strongly influenced the course of history
and the nature of human society--population explosion, standard of

living, urbanization and economic interdependence of communities,
technological change, and social change.

4. Technological decisions are complex.

IV. Habits of Mind--Values, Attitudes, and Skills

1. Values and attitudes: curiosity, openness to new ideas,
informed skepticism

2. Computation and estimation
3. Manipulation and observation

3.1. Storing and retrieving computer information
3.2. Using instruments to make measurements
3.3. Electrical connections
3.4. Using common tools and materials and electrical and

mechanical systems

4. Communication
5. Critical-response skills: Applying critical skills to

observation, arguments and conclusions

Based on the above review and the review of other literature, I
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have proposed an outline that suggests content for achieving

technological literacy. The content of this outline is

conceptually-based and covers the basic concepts of physical

technology which is the basis of the Principles of Technology

curriculum and fundamental to all engineering disciplines. It is

design-oriented, applying a design methodology under constraints.

It touches upon the technology-society interaction which is very

important and highly critical in the educational experience for

technological literacy.

Conclusion

Dr. James Benson (1993), President of Bemidji State University

at Bemidji, MN, observes the current status of technology education

in the U.S. as follows:

Technology education as it has in the past, suffers from a lack
of understanding, identity, respect, and acceptance. From its early
start in the 19th century as manual training and up to the present,
it struggles for its life. The state of affairs is especially
disconcerting in light of the fact that we are currently
experiencing the most robust period of technological development
that society has ever encountered.

Kozak and Plummer (1994) explain the reason:

The newly established industrial arts profession, however, could
not focus on clearly defined objectives or common terminology.
William E. Warner, at an AIAA conference, approximately 50 years
ago, introduced five areas of curriculum: communications,
construction, power, transportation, and manufacturing. Industrial
arts professionals are still discussing these areas.

Kozark and Plummer warn the present-day technology education
professionals:

Technology education is at watershed; it cannot continue on its
present course--because it is dying. Trying to be all things to all
people, under the rubric of diversity, has resulted in technology
education being "nothing to nobody."

Project 2061 has a similar observation:
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Unfortunately, technology does not have a place in the general
curriculum, so academic students fail to learn about technology and
develop engineering problem-solving skills. Furthermore, the
technology taught in technology-education classes (formerly
industrial arts, and before that "shop") is often so single-
mindedly vocational that teachers fail to teach about technology in
social or scientific context.

Project 2061 is aiming at helping adjust both sides of that

equation. That's why the theme of Project 2061 asserts that there

is more profit in learning few things better than in learning more

things poorly. They demand more of students in mathematics,

science, and technology than is customary--more depth, more

connectedness, more relevance. Project 2061 asks a very crucial

question: "Who will develop and control the technologies so that

they can best serve all citizens? In the broadest sense, the

answer has to be for a democr:Itic society--a technologically

literate citizenry."

Paula Lawrence Wehmiller, a master teacher and principal, wrote

that a school is "a gathering of gifts," meaning a place where

everyone, from administrators and teachers of all disciplines to

students, has something to offer. For educators in Taiwan, you have

a great opportunity to gather your gifts. It may be the most

important opportunity of your lives. The task ahead for technology

education in Taiwan is to build engineering-based technological

literacy into the school curriculum with the collaboration of the

science and engineering disciplines so that all students possess

basic knowledge and competencies associated with technology and

become well informed about the nature, power, and limitations of

technology. The author (Land, 1979) once wrote, "Educators
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dealing with the field of changing technology have a unique

opportunity and responsibility in helping students to develop

greater understanding of present problems and possibilities of the

future. Educators need a concomitant refinement of established

methodologies with careful evaluation and experimentation of the

new and innovative ones to achieve the highest quality of

instruction for students in a changing technological society." Time

has changed, but the goal of education for technological literacy

remains a great challenge. "The future (of technology education) is

exceedingly bright for the proactive school system that takes the

high road and brings in the engineering profession as a partner,"

said.Benson and Benson (1993). I challenge the technology education

profession in Taiwan to take the high road and turn your attention

and resources to creating new ideas for technology education. I

believe that you can create a national learning infrastructure that

will serve the learning needs for technological literacy as we

enter the 21st century.
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THE FOLLOWING OUTLINE SUGGESTS CONTENT THAT NI1GHT BE USED
TO ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL OF TECILNOLOGICAL LITERACY

I. Introduction to Technology

1. Technology Satisfies Human Needs
1.1. Physical Technology (Fundamentals of Engineering)

A. Mechanical
B. Electrical
C. Thermal
D. Fluid

1.2. Electronic and Computer Technology
2. Technology Has Evolved over Many Years

2.1. Early Technologies: Tools, Fire, 'Wheel and Axle
2.2. Developments and Innovations: Metallurgy, Electricity, Computers

3. Technological Time Line
3.1. Structural Age (2900 B.C.-)
3.2. Mechanical Age (1700-)
3.3. Electrical Age (1879-)
3.4. Information Age (1906-)
3.5. Socioengineering Age (1979-)

II. Technological Resources

1. People: Labor, Management, Consumer
2. Tools and Machines: Hand Tools, Manual Machines, Antomated Machines
3. Materials: Natural, Processed, Renewable, Nonrenewable, Synthetic
4. Capital:Exchange and investments
5. Energy

5.1. Forms: Radiant, Mechanical Electrical, Chemical, Thermal, Light, Magnetic
5.2. Sources: Forces, Fossil Fuels, Water, Solar, Wind, Nuclear, Geothermal

6. Time: Human Limitations, Natural Constraints

III. Electrical Engineering

1. Definitions
2. Ohm's Law
3. Resistors in Series
4. Resistors in Parallel
5. Current and Voltage
6. Power Dissipation in Resistors
7. Power supplied by Batteries
8. Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

IV. Mechanical Engineering

1. Forces
2. Resultant
3. Moments
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4. Free-Body Diagrams
5. Equilibrium
6. Trusses
7. Velocity and Acceleration
8. Newton's Second Law
9. Work and Energy

10. Kinetic and Potential Energy
11. Power
12. Stress
13. Strain
14. Material Properties and Hooke's Law

V. Thermal Engineering

1. Energy
2. Units of Energy, Work, and Power
3. Specific Heat
4. Heating Values of Fuels
5. Conversion of Energy and Work
6. First Law of Thermodynamics
7. Second Law of Thermodynamics

VI. Fluid Engineering

1. Pressure
2, Manometers
3. Forces on Submerged Surfaces
4. Buoyancy
5. Equation of continuity

VII. Electronics and Computers

1. Basic Concepts of Electronics
2. Electronic Components and Circuits
3. Computers
4. Computer Systems
5. Computer Hardware
6. Computer SoftwareWord Processing, Database Management, CADD, Telecommunication,

Networking, Specialized Applications

VIII. Problem-Solving and Engineering Design

1. The Design Process
1.1. Identify and Define Problem
1.2. Set Goal and Criteria (Desired Outcomes)
1.3. Generate Alternate Solutions
1.4. Select Best Solution', (Optimization)
1.5. Evaluation and Modification
1.6. Implementation

2. Optimization
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2.1. Trade-Off
2.2. Risk Analysis

3. Modeling
3.1. Physical Models (Prototype and Scaled Model)
3.2. Computer Simulation
3.3. Mathematical Model

4. Design Communication
4.1. Sketching
4.2. Design Drawing
4.3. Pictorial
4.4. Schematic
4.5. CADD
4.6. Technical Report and Oral Presentation

5. Constraints and Limitations of Technoloav
5.1. Natural Constraints
5.2. Human Limitations

IX. Controlling Technological Systems

1. Open-Loop vs Closed-Loop Control
2. Using Feedback
3. Sensors: Electrical, Electronic, Optical, Thermal
4. Comparators: Mechanical, Electrical, Eledronic
S. Controllers: Mechanical, Electrical, Electro-Mechanical, Pneumatic, Hydraulic
6. Program Control: times; Computers
7. Computer Control

X. Technology-Society Interacti )ri (Impacts of Technology)

1. Engineering Ethics
2. Population Growth
3. Energy and Global Resources
4. Environmental Issues: Waste Disposal, Nuclear, Pollution
5. Technology and Health Care
6. Technology, Work, and Leisure
7. Searches for Alternatives
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Introduction

This paper is prepared for the International Workshop on Technology Literacy

and Technology Education held in 1996 at NTNU. The original paper was published

in 1993 in the USA (Journal of Technology Education Vol. 5 No.1,pp29-37. by Shoji

Murata & Sam Stern). Supplements by one of authors describing recent

developments, are included here.

In the primary school, there is no independent subject for technology literacy,

however, there are technology literacy related subjects: "Seikatuka [Life]",

"Zuga-Kosaku [Arts and Craft]", "Rika [Sciencer and "Kateika [Home economiCs]".

In the lower seal idary level, there is an independent subject named

"Gijutu-kateika" [Industrial Artsfrechnology and Home economicsr.

Inkupp.g/R\ secondary level, there is no independent subject however, subject in

Home economics named "Seikatugijutu [Life technology]" has been established. The

more noteNorthy institutional change is the establishment of a new course named

"Sogogakka [Integrate Course]". lhe integrated Course aims to promote career

development/technological literacy and to integrate general and vocational education.

This paper focuses on technology education at the secondary level.

1. An Overview of the Japanese Educational System

In recent years, Japanese industrial and educational pradices have received

worldwide attention. In spite of the interest in Japanese industry and education, there

has been relatively little study of technology education in Japan. This paper describes

the history and current status of technology education in Japan. Because of their dose

relationship, discussion of both technology education at the lower secondary level,

gijutsuka, and vocational technical education at the upper secondary and

post-secondary level, sholmgyo kyoiku, are included in this paper.

The structure of public education in Japan is largely based on the American model

of education which was adopted after World War H. Figure 1 shows the major types of

publicly supported schools. The foundation of the modem Japanese educational
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Figure 1. Organization of Japanese Present School System
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Table 1 Characteristics of each type of school

Type of School
or Course

Min Type of
Emblishing lode

Qualifications for
Admission

Duration of
Course

(M years)

Requirement for
Graduation

Kindergarten

One-year course

Private
Municipel

Age of 5 1

Two-year course k1/4 of 4 2

Thrte-year course Age of 3 3

Elementary School Municipal Age of 6 6
Completion of
sit leer course

Lower Secondary School Municipal

Completion of
elementary
school course
Age of 12

3
Completion of
tifeeyear course

LIPPer
Secondary
School

Full-day course
Prefectural
Private
Municipp

Graduation from
lower secondary
school
Age of 15 or
more

3
Acquisition

of
80 credit: et Meet

3 or moreDeilevenlne course

3 or moreCorrespondence
COurie

Special
Education
School

Kindergarten, tie-
memory, lower
secondary and
upper secondary
departments

Prefectural
Municipal

Same as in kindergarten, elementery,
lower secondary and upper secondary schools, respectively

College of Technology Nations!

Graduation from
lower secondary
school
Age of 15 or
Mee

5

Acquisition of 167
credits or rnore
(incl. 82 credits or
Mfg for 31PeCilliield
subjects) '

Junior College
Two-year course Private

Prefectural
Notional

Graduation from
upper secondary
school
Age of 18 or more

Acquisition of 62
credits or more ' '
Acquisition ol 93
credits or moreThree-year course

University

Bach. 'les course
Private
National

Graduation from
upper secondary
school
Age of 18 or more

4 o r more Acquisition Of 124
credits or more

Master's course

Private
Netional

Bachelor's degree

2 or more

Acquisition of 30
credits or more
Parsing the examine.
tion of muter's thesis
and tett

..
5 or more

Acquisition of 30
credit; or more "
Passing the examination
of doctoral di.sertation
and test

Doctor's course

Special
Training
College

Upper secondary
Melt
Postsecondary
Mtn
General COMO

Pratei
Completion col lower
secondary schooling
Completion ol upper
secondary schooling

1 or more

Miscellaneous Wool Private

1 Completion Of lower
secondary schoOling

1

Completion of upper
secondary school:NI

3 to 12
months

Or
1 year or
mon

Sequence indicates frequency. For the percentage distribution of ehools by establishing body. see the chart on page 23.

See the chart on page 11.
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system is the nine-year compulsory education core, gimu kyoiku. Included in the

compulsory core is a six-year elementary school, shogakko, and a three-year lower

secondary school, chugakko. Practically all (almost 100%) of Japanese students

complete compulsory education. After completing compulsory education, the vast

majority of students enter upper secondary school. In the 1994-95 school year, 100

percent of eligible students were enrolled in elementary schools; 96.5% . of lower

secondary school graduates entered upper secondary schools: and 52.7% entered

college, university or other type of post-secondary institution (Ministry of Education,

Science, and Culture, 1991).

2. Curriculum in Transition

Unlike America, Japan has a strong national system of education. Curricula for

elementary, lower secondary, and upper secondary education is promulgated by the

Ministry of Education, Mombusho. The Ministry of Education issues a new Standard

Course of Study for each educational level about every ten years. Suggestions for

curricular revisions are made by various committees that include curriculum specialists,

university professors, classroom teachers, members of local boards of education, and

others.

Changes in Japanese technology education programs following World War II can

be divided into four eras: 1) Economic reconstruction Era, 2) High Economic Growth

Era, 3) Stabilized Economic Era, and 4) International Era (Murata, 1990). Table 2

shows the socioeconomic cot jitions that were characteristic of each era, and upper

secondary and post-secondary enrollment percentages.

2.1 Establishment of Vocational Technical Education as a Required Subject

After the end of world War II, the Japanese economy was seriously disoriented,

Under the leadership of the US. Occupation Forces, various reforms in the economy

and educational programs were initiated.

As shown in Table 2, during the Economic Reconstruction Era, about half of lower

secondary school graduates began work immediately after graduating. At that time,

5;
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vocational education was a required subject in lower secondary schools for all boys

and girls, consisting of courses related to agriculture, industry, business, and home

economics. The curriculum varied from school to school depending on the school's

location. One of the main goals of vocational education was career education through

experiential learning.

2.2 introduction of Technology Education

Following the successful launching of the Soviet satellite "Sputnik," Japan, like

many other countries around the world, tried to improve their science and technology

education programs. One of the policies adopted by the Japanese government in late

1957 was the introduction of technology education, gijutsuka, as a required subject in

Table 2. Socio-Economic Development and Educational Enrollments

Era SocioEconomic
Conditions

Enrollment Percentage *

Upper
becondary

College/
Univrsity

Economic Reconstruction

High Economic Growth

Stabilizes Economic

International & inform

ation oriented

Shortage of housing

and food.

Promotion of scince

& technology.

Rapid economic growth

(about 10%)

Oil crisis(1971 & 74)

Economic growth slows and

stabilizes (3-5%).

Growth of microelectronics

& service industry.

Internationalization of

economy.

43.0% (1950)

51. 5% (1955)

57.7% (1960)

70. 7% (1965)

82. 1% (1970)

10. 1% (1955)

10. 3% (1960)

17.1% (1965)

24.0% (1970)

91. 9% (1975) 34. 2% (1975)

94. 0% (1980) 31. 9% (1980)

94. 1% (1915)

Vrii1% (1990)

96. 55 (1994)

30. 5% (1985)

ia% (1990)

36. 15(1994)

* Ministry of Education. Science and Culture
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all lower secondary schools beginning in 1958. With the introduction of technology

education in the lower secondary school, vocational education was moved to the upper

secondary level as an elective course.

The major objectives of technology education in 1958 were: 1) to help students

learn basic skills through creative/productive experience, to understand modem

technology, and foster fundamental attitudes for practice; 2) through experience of

design and realizaton, to foster skills for presentation, creation, and rational attitudes

for problem solving; and 3) through experience in manufacturing/operation of

machines/devices, to understand the relation between technology and life and to foster

attitudes for improving technology and daily life. Major content areas included design

and drawing; woodworking and metal working; machin-ery, electricity; and cultivation. A

total of 105 hours in each of the three grades of lower secondary school was allocated

for technology education.

In 1960, the Japanese government set out to double the number of technical high

schools. During this era, five-year technical colleges for the graduates of lower

secondary schools were established. To res-pond to the shortage of skilled technical

teachers, three-year teachers' colleges for technical education were established.

These colleges were attached to Faculties of Technology at Japanese national

universities. During the 1960's these colleges enrolled about 900 students each year.

These policies were all related to Japan's "Doubling the National Income Program." At

the beginning of this era, the Ministry of Education sent a curriculum specialist in

technical education to the US. to gather information about technical-related subjects

(Suzuki and Murata, 1990).

2.3 Introduction of Fundamental Subjects and Equal Opportunity in Education

Throughout the High Economic Grcwth Era, the percentage of Japanese students

enrolled in upper secondary schools and higher education institutions continued to

increase. However, the knowledge and skills needed in the workplace changed

dramatically. In industry-related sectors, employers wanted workers to have greater

flexibility and trainability. During this era, Ministry of Education introduced fundamental
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subjects to vocational technical courses and also introduced work experience activities

to general courses.

In thiS era, issues related to equal educational opportunity in secondary education

began to emerge. Until then, all male students participated in technology education

classes and all female students participated in home eccinomics dassed. To provide

equal educational opportunity, beginning in 1977, the Ministry of Education required all

male students to take at least one home economics class and all female students to

take at least one technology education class.

In upper secondary schools, students enrolled in vocational technical education

were required to take fundamental subjects such as "Fundamentals of Industry,"

"Mathematics in Technology," and "Practice." The goal of these subjects was to

improve students' fundamental knowledge and skills, as well as accommodate new

teaching materials and methods (Tamura, Arai, and Murata, 1985).

2.4 Introduction of "Fundamentals of Information" into Lower Secondary

School and "Independent Study Project' into Upper Secondary School.

To respond to changes in the workplace and society, the Ministry of Education

initiated several changes in the late 1980's. One of the major changes was the

inclusion of a new computer literacy course in technology education programs in lower

secondary schools. The primary objective of the new course is to help students

understand the roles and functions of computers, and develop capability for the use of

computers and information. Major content areas include computers and society,

col oputer hardware, computer software, and application of computer software.

Although the new computer literacy course is not one of the four required coursed

(woodworking, electronics, home life, and food), it is one of the most popular elective

courses. According to a study by the Ministry of Education (1995) 95% of all students

want to take the new computer literacy course.

In the upper secondary school level, the Ministry of Education revised technical

courses to encourage the development of basic skills and flexibility. In general subjects,

the Ministry of Education encouraged the use of computers in science and
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mathematics. All vocational students are required to take a new information technology

subject related to their major course, such as agricultural information processing and

home economics information processing. One of the most significant revisions in upper

secondary technical courses is the introduction of integrated problem solving courses,

such as "mechatronics," applied mechatronics," and independent/assignment project

stuoY.

The primary objective of the new mechatronics course is to promote the

understanding of fundamental knowledge and skills related to mechatronics (a

combination of mechanics and electronics). Major content areas include basic

machines and devices, sensors, ND conversion, logic circuits, actuators, mechanics,

and power transmission devices.

In general, there has been a movement toward a broader view of technology

education and vocational education in Japan. However, a broader and less

"subject-specific" approach can result in a relatively shallow educational experience.

The primary objective of independent project study is for students to deepen and

integrate knowledge and skills through problem solving and industrial projects. Major

content areas include design, manufacture, research, experimentation, the study of

workplace practice, and acquisition of profess ional/vocational certificates. Examples of

projects include the design and manufacture of robots and remote control models

(Murata, 1990).

3. Technology Education Teaching Methods

From the beginnings of technology education in Japan, the primary teaching

methodology was experiential, based on the project method. Technology education

classes in Japan are typically organized into lecture and practice classes. Practice

classes (laboratory work) usually have half the number of students of lecture classes 2.

More recently, new types of project activities have been introduced that attempt to

integrate different technical areas and lecture content.
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4. Support for Technology Education

4.1 Facilities and Equipment Support

The Vocational Education Promotion Law was enacted in 1951. As a result the

national government, through the Ministry of education, was obligated to promote

vocational technical eq...-ation and encourage local governments to support facilities

for vocational technical education. After the development of each Standard Curriculum,

the Ministry of Education promulgated technology education and vocational technical

education equipment standards. The national government provided subsidies to upper

secondary schools that amount to approximately one third of the budget for vocational

technical education facilities and equipment

4.2 Initial and In-Service Teacher training

Initial teacher training for technology education and vocational technical education

primarily occurs in the Engineering Colleges or technical education departments of

national universities. Because of rapid changes in technology it is often necessary for

technology education and Vocational technical education teachers to be retrained. After

each major curriculum revision, the Ministry of Education plamed and implemented

in-service training programs. A good example is the major in-service effort to prepare

the approximately 16,000 Japanese technology education teachers to teach the new

course on computer literacy. In the first stage of the in-service program, about 160

technology teachers received two weeks of full-time in -service training. Over a

three-year period, a total of 480 such "lead teachers" received similar training. In

addition to the two weeks of intensive training, these teachers assume personal

responsibility for self-study about computers. Each newly retrained teacher returned to

their district and began training other technology teachers in their district. In-service

training at the district level continued for four years (1988 through 1992) providing

in-service training to all technology education teachers in Japan (Stern and Matsuda,

1988).
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4.3 Educational Centers for Technology Education

Every one of the 47 prefectures in Japan has an education center that includes a

department of technology/industry-related education (including information

technology). Some of the large prefectures have independent Centers for information

technology or technical education. These educational institutions serve several

functions including teacher retraining, development of teaching materials, and research

on educational methods. In order to use prefectural educational budgets effectively,

educational centers are equipped with expensive facilities such as large scale

computer systems and machining centers.

4.4 Textbook Examination and Subsidies for Compulsory School Textbooks

All textbooks used in compulsory schools and most upper secondary schools are

compiled and published by private publishing companies, and subject to approval by

the Ministry of Education. All compulsory school textbooks, including technology

education textbooks, are provided to students at no cost.

5. Problems Facing Technology Education in Japan

The following are four major challenges facing technology education in Japan.

How well Japan is able to meet these challenges will determine the nature and

effectiveness of technology education in the future.

5.1 Entrance Examination Pressure

Highly competitive entrance examinations are an important aspect of education in

Japan. Especially important are the university entrance examinations which determine

which students will be accepted at prestigious Japanese universities. Since admission

to prestigious universities will result in various lifelong advantages, parents encourage

their children to begin preparing for entrance examinations at an early age. The

national university examinations cover five major areas: mathematics, Japanese,

English, natural science, and the humanities. The entrance examination does not
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include content from technology education, home economics, fine arts, or health

education. As a result, Japanese parents tend to regard these subjects as subordinate

to subjects that are included in the entrance examinations.

5.2 Difficulty of Curriculum Change

The intervals between majoi- curriculum change are too long to reflect changes in

technology and in the workplace. This is an especially important challenge for

technology education, since the content rsf technology education is closely related to

the world of technology and the world of work.

5.3 Technology Education and Equal Opportunity in Education

Japan is beginning to experiment with a shorter work week and shorter school

week. During the 1992-93 school year, many Japanese schools will not have classes

on Saturdays. As a result there will be less time available for instruction. This poses an

especially important challenge for technology education and home economics

education. To provide equal access to boys and girls, the Ministry of Education

decreased the time allocated to technology education and home economics by 50%.

5.4 Lack of Resources for Technology Education

Technology education in Japan faces a lack of resources, both financial and

human. Technology education requires continuing financial investment in facilities,

equipment, and materials. More importantly, it is becoming increasingly difficult to

recruit good technology education teachers. Many engineering and technology

graduates are recruited by companies, leaving relatively few available to work as

technology education teachers.

6. Newly introduced "Sougogakka [Integrated course]"

As mentioned above, entrance examination pressure changes the attitude of

students and parents inducing them to pursue only entrance E xamination preparation

with out career awareness. As a result, some general course students who fail the
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university entrance examinations cannot find jobs. in 1994, about 20% of graduating

upper secondary school students were unemployed or changed the pathways to go to

another school at the same level.

In order to improve career awareness, decision making ability, and specialized

skills, MESC introduced "Sougogakka [Integrated course]", in 1994, 7 integrated

course schools were established and 16 more the following year. The characteristics of

the integrated course are as follow

The integrated course was established in March 1993 as a third course, along

side the general and specialized/vocational courses, the integrated course straddles

the other to courses and enables students to choose they wish to study independently,

according to their own interest and concerns. (MESC.)

Figure 2 shows the system of the newly introduced integrated course.
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The integrated Course was established as a centerpiece in the reform of the

upper secondary education system, in the integrated course students can select any

sub-course/subjects according to hisTher needs. However, students are asked to take

some common core required subjects: "Industrial society and mankind" for career

development in the 10th grade; "inforretation processing" for computer literacy in the

11th grade; "independent study project" for self learning and problem solving ability in

the 2th grade. Students are recommended to take sub-course such as the

"information processing course", "industry management course", "Delivery

management course", "Bio-production course", "Marine resource course", 'Welfare

service course", "Fine arts course", 'Traditional industry course", "Environment science

course", "International cooperation course", and Physical health course.
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I Introduction

1 In evaluating of Technology Education, we should deliberate on both

socio-economic and individual aspects. From the socio-economic view point, policy

makers and educators should consider the matching between education and

employment: Technical Education for Life-long Human Development in a Chaming

Industrial Society. Another viewpoint that concerns technology education is how

students can satisfy their interests and aspiration, comprehend fundamental

knowledge, and improve manual skills and problem solving skills effectively.

2 In order to evaluate technology education, the author carried statistical

investigations used result of MESC (Ministry of Education, Science, and Culture)

research, and introduced Japanese ways of evaluating of technology education with

regard to the Course of Study, teaching schedule and teaching methodology.

II Evaluation from the socio-economic view point

3 The OECD's report on technology education discussed the following problems: (1)

Breaking down barriers; the interface at the secondary level between general,

vocational and technical forms; the interface between TE and higher education, ine

possibility of transition to a polytechnic type of higher education. (2) Integra tion of initial

approach. (3) Multilevel training stream (4) Non-conflicting approach (5) Contradictory

aims; individual expectation and socio-economic requirement (6) Finding balance

between general and vocational technical education and factors out side TE.

4 Concerning human power development, education/training and transition from

school to work have been among the key political measures among OECD member

countries and Asian NMDE (Non-member Dynamic Economic e.g. four dragons)

countries. The structural adjustment and globalization of economy, Wnich often bring

about unemployment on a large scale, have called for new socio-economic political

measures and educational reform.
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(1) Evaluations by outside obsetvers and actual conditions

5 In recent years, observers in other countries have given some high evaluations to

the Japanese system of education, by reason of Japanese economic development and

low dropout rate in spite of high rate of students' enrollment in secondary education.

However, the majority of Japanese give a low rating to the system and point out a

number of problems to be solved. There is a recognition that various trends in school

education have become serious problems to be dealt with immediately. These

problems include juvenile delinquency; violence and mental cruelty in schools;

intensified competition among pupils for entrance examinations to prestigious upper

secondary schools and universities; the practice of selecting candidates for higher

education almost entirely on the basis of the deviation value of students' written test;

and the overall emphasis on educational background in society.

6 After compulsory education, 96.5% enter upper secondary schools, Koutogakko

(1994). Of those who enter the upper secondary schools, about 2% (about 100

thousand) drop out before graduating. After upper secondary educatior:. 36.1% enter a

college/university, 16.6% ente- college level courses (sennmonnkatei) in special

training school (Sensyu-gakko), and 27.7% go to work. However, 6.4% cannot find jobs

and 13.2% enroll in miscellaneous schools. Table 1 shows the historical trend in

percentage of enrollment in each education level.

Table 1 Historical Trend in Percentage of Enrollment in each education level

1895 1905 1915 1925 1935 1947 1955 1965 1975 1980 1985 1990 1994

_

Pr i. Edu. 61. 2 95..8_ 98, 5.... ;..-A..: 993.:. 411:70-4.:99 1 :993_ If; i .' 9919 99. 9 99. 9

See. Edu. 1. 1 4. 3 19. 9 32. 3 39. 7 ii.:7^-1/i. 6 ttii."/ -is.).:.-9.e:;:s:10:i!s5,1..,m,5

High. Edu* 0. 3 0. 9 1. 0 2. 5 3. 0 5. 8 2. 8 14. 6 40:A '1374,...,12: t....32,.2 36.1

* Does not include special training schools.
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7 Human power development in post war Japan has been promoted steadily. For this

promotion the reform of the education system in the immediate post-war years was the

starting point. It has contributed greatly to the nation's subsequent economic and social

development. Japan has one of the highest literacy rates in the world, and it is common

to overlook the dramatic increase in educational achievement since World War II. After

the war reforms, young Japanese entered the work force with a much higher level of

formal education than ever before. As a result, the current Japanese work force is a

mixture of older workers with relatively lower levels of formal education and younger

workers with higher levels of formal education. School education has focused on

pre-employment education for young people, while leaving the development of

vocational capabilities to OJT (On-the-Job Training).

(2) Students Market and New Employees Market

8 In the Japanese educational systems, there have been two main streams provided

for upper secondary level students, and a dichotomy between academic orientation

and vocational technical orientation in education and training. This two stream is in

need of reform. Table 2 shows trends in student composition by the type of course.

During the economic reconstruction era and the high economic growth era, enrollment

in the vocational technical stream remained at about 40%.

Table 2 Trends in Student Composition by Type of Course.(%)

% of upper sec.
soh. en ro lment

general vocational other

1955 79. 0 59. 8 40. 1 0. 1

1965 92. 7 59. 5 40. 3 0. 2

1975 95. 3 63. 0 36. 3 O. 7

1985 98. 5 72. 1 27, 1 0. 8

1994 96. 5 74. 2 24. 1 1. 7
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9 An entrance examination to upper secondary school in public education has been

implemented by the board of education in each prefecture. Generally speaking, the

selection of students depends on a written test of academic subjects and a report on

the pupil's record from their lower secondary school. Regarding entrance examination

to higher education institutions; in 1979, MESC introduced the National Common

University Entrance Examination as the first stage selection. At the second stage, each

university selects by a written test of academic subjects. Students of lower secondary

schools compete to enter upper secondary schools winose students have good results

on university entrance examinations. Upper secondary school students also compete

to get accepted to several universities which have good reputations among large

prestigious companies.

10 In Japan, the prevaii:i ig employment practice is for all companies to hire new

school graduates simultaneously as of April 1 every year. In the late 1960s, this

practice was institutionalized as "extended-area employment service", idnen the

Employment Security Law was partially amended. Article 25-2 and 25-3 of the

Employment Security Law prescribed cooperation between with schools and the public

employment security offices. Article 33-2 of the Employment Security Law states that

secondary school principals can play a role in executing the duties of the Public

Employment Security Office. Recruiters of companies ask principals to recommend

students as candidates for new employment. As a result, this system has been working

as a nationwide new empioyees labor market for large-sized prestigious companies.

11 The national standardization of education has contributed greatly to the formation

of a single integrated labor market for primary and secondary school graduates in

Japan. Such standardization has been attained due largely to the fact that compilation

of teaching subjects and cnntents of textbooks for primary and secondary education

have been unified on a national scale by such means as the NESC's guidelines

"Course of Study" and 'Textbook Examination and Authorization System". Foreign

observers have often recognized "Meritocratic screening" in the Japanese educational
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system. The author summarized this situation in his "A tentative model of the Japanese

Student Market and New Employee Market". (Figure 1)

12 Until the 1960's nearly half of the new employees were employed after completion

only of lower secondary schools. After the 1970's most new employees have been

graduates of upper secondary schools. New employees are composed mainly of tow

groups. One group is composed of general course graduates who Mll not or cannot

advance into higher educational institutions. The other group is composed of

vocational course graduates. Regarding the curricula of vocational technical courses,

the MESC has been paying attention to the reform of the learning contents and

methodology in accordance with social change. However, most of the general course

graduates did not learn. vocational technical subjects. Actually the number of general

course graduates seeking eniploy- ment is larger than the number of business related

course graduates of industry related course graduated seeking employment. (general:

193 thousand, business: 101 thousand, industry: 98 thousand in 1994)

Figure 1 A Tentative Model of Japanese Student Market and New Employee Market (S, Murata 1995)
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13 From the view point of preparing youth for work, Japanese upper secondary

education has the following problems: (1) general courses are regarded as more

important, while vocational courses have been thought of as less important since the

1970s, with the result that vocational education has not been suffidently strengthened;

(2) upper secondary school education has been strongly oriented toward the

preparation of students for entrance into higher educational institutions

(universities/colleges). The third universal and self selective "Integrated Course

(sougougakka)" was established in 1994 for the purpose of the compensating for

VOTEC (Vocational Technical Education) illiteracy in general course students and

enhancing Parity of Esteem between General and Vocational Education. This new type

of course included not only general courses were introduced in the 1980s, such as (1)

'Work experience activities" including explorative experiences and observation of work

places. (2) "Interfadng vocational technical courses", and (3) "Reforming the entrance

examination system" for universities.

Table 2 Pathways of upper secondary school graduates by Course

Total General Agricul. I nd..stry. Business. F i shery. Home EP. Nursing. Others

University 36. 1 43. 9 6. 5 7. 4 12. 3 8. 8 16. 3 35. 4 59. 3

Employment 26. 9 15. 6 67. 9 70. 5 59. 7 76. 5 50. 3 14. 8 9. 5

Special Train. 30. 5 33. 7 21. 2 18. 0 21. 9 11, 3 24. 6 47. 8 23. 7

Others 6. 5 6. 7 4. 4 4. 1 6. 1 3. 4 8. 8 2. 0 7. 5

Total number 1, 658, 949. 1, 237, 321. 44, 120. 139,476. 168. 510. 4. 372. 35, 882. 7, 398. 21, 912.

100, 0% 100. 0% 100. 0; 100. 0% 100. 0% 100. 0% 100. 0% 100. 0% 100. 0%

Tab e 4 Occupati,nal Distribution of Upper Secondary School Graduates by Course

Division
1990 1994

Total General Vocat i ona 1 Total General Vocat i ona I

Total (actual number) 622, 330 291, 946 330, 384 459, 280 200. 292 258, 988

Nrcantage 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Professional & Technical 4. 1 2. 0 6. 1 4. 5 2. 5% 6. 5

Clerical Work 28. 2 29. 2 27. 3 21. 2 - 20. 0 22. 1

Sal es Work 17. 0 20. 8 13. 7 16. 5 20 4 13. 4

Service Work 11. 3 13. 9 8. 9 14. 9 + 18. 6 12. 0

Secur i ty Work 2. 1 2. 6 1. 6 2. 6 3. 4 1. 9

Transport & Communication 1. 7 2. 0 1. 4 2. 4 2. 9 1. 9

Production Process Work 34. 0 27. 6 39. 6 35. 9 + 30. 0 40. 4

Others 1. 2 1. 9 1. 4 2. 0 2. 2 1. 8
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(3) Improving the attractiveness of VOTEC

14 Concerning improving the attractiveness of VOTEC, education systems should

keep the pathways open to advanced college level courses for vocational course

graduates (senkouka): and higher institutions from secondary vocational courses, (For

example, the admission systems of university could be based on the recommendations

of secondary school's principal (suisen-nyugaku), and the transition from school to

work could be left open endecyhese measures are indispensable to the improvement
t 5 c---
of the attractiveness of VOTEC. The government and local board of education improve

the attractiveness of Vocational Technical Education; introduced the following

measures to

a. Improve facilities and equipment by government subsidization.
I ni

b. Retraining of teacters/instructors and invitation of experienced teaching

staff from industries (gaibu kousi).

c. For image change r\t:c5r5Hg-.-Iging the name of the schoOrVocational High

School" (syokugyou-koukou ) to "Specialized High School"

(sennmonn-koukou).

d. Encouragement of students to get vocational certifications.

e. Emphasis on career guidance in lower secondary school such as mt.. day

schooling experience (taikenn-nyugaku) in upper secondary vocational

schools / integrated course.

16 In order to have well educated / trained, polyvalent / multi - skilled and flexible

workers, we have to deliberate contents and methodology in VOTEC. What are the

common core contents, common issues and issues specific to each member country in

VOTEC? How should the methodology in VOTEC be improved?

17 In recent years, in line with the progress of technological innovation centering on

the electronics sector, there has been rapid growth in Knowledge-intensive sectors with

in Japan's industrial structure. The service business sectors have also been under
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going continued expansion, whereas the influence of the service economy has also

been on increasing in the structure of worker's employment and consumer spending,

there by prompting trend toward a soft oriented the national economy. Above all, Japan

becomes an advanced information society, remarkable progress has been made in the

information processirig and telecommunications sectors. As a result of this progress,

many smaller and lower -priced office instruments, such as office computers and work

processors, and industrial robots have been successfully introduced into offices and

factories, there by facilitating the trend toward office automation and factory

automation. The advancement of research and development of new materials and

biotechnology the new frontier technologies, are exerting an enormous impact on the

real industry and economy.

(4) Systems of Education Refomi and evaluation

18 In Japan, there are several councils for educational reform; the Central Council of

Education deliberates general planning and central themes of Japanese education; the

Council of Curricula discusses curriculum in primary and secondary scnools; the

Council of Educator Training discusses teacher preparation; the Council on Industrial

Education (which deliberates vocational technical education reform in response to

technical and social change. The MESC consults with the Council of Curriculum on

curriculum reform and receives recommendations. Concerning VOTEC, MESC also

cons ults with the Council of industrial Education. In line with the recommendation of

the Council of Industrial Education, MESC has established several project teams and

de liberated teaching contents and methodclogy, and has also designed concrete

programs. About every 10 years, MESC reforms the curricula of the primary and

secondary levels.

19 MESC investigated employers' attitude concerning secondary sctool graduates

and the Council of industry Education deliberated on the ieform of industrial technical

curricula. Table 5 shows employers' expectation for secondary school graduates. The
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employers' expectations are professional/specialized knowledge, skills and work

attitude.

Table 5 Employere attitudes to graduates of high schools

( Technical High School)

O. What was main reason for recruiting from THS ?

(

male

1994.)

female

1 Expected specialist knowledge and skills 79.5% 52.0%

2 Expected that THS graduates would have excellent

attitudes, in terms of willingness to work in personal relationship t 3 20.9

3 The fact that recruits were THS graduates was not a

positive reason 9.2 14.2

4 Other 12 7.0

No answer 1. 8 t 0

O. What level graduates does your company want to employ ?

1 University graduated specialists 41 0%

2 Te:hnical High School (THS) garduated practical technician 35.0

3 Technical College graduated middle class technician 13.4

4 Others t 2

No answer 1 3

O. In the event that your establishment recuruits high schoo: graduates in future.

which, between THS graduates General High School (GHS) graduates, would you prefer?

male female

THS graduates 65.2% 8.8%

GHS gradates 14 20.7

Either 21.4 31.2

Other 8.0 11.7

No answer 2.1 27.6

0 If THS graduatns would recruit in futur, what kinds of education should bt stressed ?

male female

Specialist knowledge and skills 50.1% ;5.5%

Liberal arts such as language, math. t 2 5.1

Better attitudes ", work 33.4 27.2

Other 2. 7 4.4

No answer t 6 47.8

0 If advanced 2 year course tor INS graduates would establish, does your compady

want to employ ? male female

Positively to recruit 15.4 4.7%

If possible to recruit 24.2 61 4% 10.4 317%

May to recruit 28.8 18.6

Either 23. 3 23.4

Do not recruit 3. 5 7. 8

Other 4. 7 35. 2

Source: MESSC 1994



(5) Technical social change and curriculum reform

20 In the last reform of VOTEC curricula in 1989, MESC emphasized problems

arising from social change, especially as a result of technical innovation and expansion

of service industries, and dealt with the issue of problem solving skills and flexibility.

MESC introduced information. Processillg related subjects for all vocational school

students, independent Project Study and interdisciplinary convergent subjects such as

Mechatronics (mechanics + electronics), international Economy (Business + English).

III Evaluation of the Course of Study (national standard). Revision of Contents

and improvement of Methodology

(1) Evaluation by achievement test

21 In the 1960s and 1970s, MESC carried out simultaneous nation wide

achievement tests. Many prefectures' board of education stressed preparation for

achievement tests. The Japan Teachers' Union opposed MESC and board of

education of this issU6s, critiquing this cramming knowledge policy.

(2) Evaluation by experimental schools

22 Beginning in the 1980s, the MESC designated experimental schools in mInich

conditions were precisely controlled, and investigated results. The experimental

schools established evaluation project teams, consisting of school teachers, teachers'

consultants in board of education and college professors. The project teams make plan

for evaluation from the view points of three domains: cognitive/knowledge,

psychomotor skills/manipulative skills and affective/interest and attitude.

Several experimental schools carried out evaluations and sent the result of these to the

MESC. 1 he Course of Study is revised every 10 years based on recommendations of

the council at Curriculum and the report of the experimental schools' evaluation of
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implementation. MESC analyses the reports in order to improve the contents of the

Course of Study.

23 Concerning the evaluation of technology education, The author prepared a model

of the "structure of capability in technology literacy of the secondary level" in 1985 as

shown in the following figure 3.

Fig 3 Structure of capability in technology litere. ,y.
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24 As a result of the experimental schools' evaluation, the author found several

important facts on technology education: (1) psychomotor skil Is were closely related to

knowledge and understanding (2) Psychomotor skills were closely related to time

allocation (3) the affective domain (interets/attitude) was also closely related to

understanding and manipulative skills, we reached the conclusion that it was important

to select fundamental knowledge and skills, to teach/learn minimum essentials

intensively, and to gradually increase and integrate contents.

25 In the 1990s, MESC suggested new viewpoints of evaluation: interest/attitude, life

skills, creativity and knowledge/understanding. In 1993 MESC compiled hand book for

evaluation and in 1994 MESC designated experimental schools and also carried out

investigations for evaluation.

26 An investigation of an experimental school showed that creativity is closely related

to fundamental knowledge in electronics classes, while in woodwork classes there is a

closer relationship between creativity and fundamental skills. Table 6 shows the

relationship between creativity and fundamental knowledge in electronics classes.
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Table 6 The relationship between creativity and fundamental knoeledge in electronin learning.

A :excellent, B:satisfactry, C: poor

Figures in table represent numbers of studorts in each category

creativity

knowledge

Type; and

characteristics

of electric power

cicuit composition

electric power.

load, switch etc

Ability to use

electric measuring

instruments to

diagnose problems

in an circuit

Total Sub total

Ability to design a cir

cuit in order to achieve

specified objectives

A

A 6

2

o

16

28

1

3

10

A 6 27 4

B 2 12

6

A 6 26 4

2 17

Total

18 (9%) 71(35. 3%) 11(5. 5%) 49.8%

6 (3%) 57 (28. 3%) 23 0 1. 4%) 42.7%

0 6 (3%) 7(3.5%) 6. 5%

Total 12. 0% 66. 6ti 20. 4% 100. 0 %
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(3) Annual workshop on technology education as evaluation and feedback

27 An annual work shop on technology education as evaluation has been carriea out

in each prefecture. Each prefecture sends their representative to Tokyo.

Representatives meet in Tokyo and point our problems in technology education. The

MESC considers how to cope with problems. The aims of the work shops are to identify

problems in implementing technology education and to find solution: the work shop has

a role of feedback.

28 As an evaluation in general technology classes, the author advocates t hat (1) in

the beginning of class, the teacher should carry out a simple remedial evaluation, (2)

during instruction, teachers should implement a formative evaluation with checklist /

observation / performance, and (3) at the end of the module / unit teachers should

accumulate the results of checklist / observation / performance and project / product

and carry out a summative evaluation.
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A Study of Introduction of "Foundation of Information" and

Individuality Based Instructions
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Abstract

In Japan, the Ministry of Education introduced "Foundation of Information" as a

part of the required learning contents. Computer learning has often been the cause of

dropout. concerning individuality based learning, the main issue is how to cope with

dropouts in computer learning. In order to achieve "computer literacy for all" we tried to

research the actual condition in computer learning. We investigated students from the

viewpoint of incividuality: three groups of IQ and Predominant Laterality of Brain (BPI =

Brain Predominant Index) and identified a relationship between individuality and test

scores in computer learning. As a result, we found that the higher IQ group and the left

brain predominant goup students tended to get better scores, while the lower IQ group

and the right nmin predominant group tended to get worse scores. The higher IQ

group, and the left brain predominant group are good at theory, the lower IQ group and

the right brain predominant students didn't show any interest in theory.

The lower IQ group and the right brain predominant group students didn't achieve

good scores, however they were interested in practice oriented learning by the use of

home-made teaching aids/materials. In order to achieve the goal of "computer literarcy

for all", practice oriented instruction is the relevant way of beginners in computer

learning.



1 Introduction

Now is the timeo f the information oriented society.1 Developed countries have

already introduced an information related subject as the core of school education.2,3.

In 1989, the Ministry of Education Science and Culture (MESC: Monbusho) revised the

Course of Study (Shidoyoryo) and introduced "Foundation of Information (Johokiso)"

as a required contents of "Industrial Arts and Home Making (Gijutu-kateika)" in Japan.4

Foundation of Information is composed of four main components: 1) construction

and function of the computer, 2) fundamental operation of the computer and basic pro

garamming, 3) use and application of the computer and 4) the roles of the computer

and information in industry and daily life. This is a course of study carried out from

1993.

In the term of transition from the old course of study to the new one, the MESC

has been preparing teachers and computers. During that time, Masao MURATA et al

(1987- ), Shoji MURATA et al (1989- ) tried to research the relationship between

individuality and achievement test scores of newly introduced contents concerning

computer literacy. Masao Murata et al adovocated IQ-BPI battery examination

improves the validity of the examination of individuality by investigating over 3000

students

The BPI showed qualtradve aspects of individually, while the IQ showed

quantllative aspects.

2 Procedure of Research

(1) After learning content: 1) roles of computer and information in industry and

daily life, 2) construction and function of computer, 3) fundamental operation of

computer and basic progaramming, 4) use/application of computer such as word

processor, graphics and auto-machine control etc, (2) we investigated students' test

scores in computer learning, and also (3) investigated the relationship between the

results of rpquired subjects such as English, mathematics, science, Japanese and so
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on, as well as test scores in computer learning (4) We examined IQ and BPI (hrain

predominant, index) of students and (5) investigated the relationship between the

differences of the three groups of IQ and test scores in comruter learning, and also (6)

investigated the relationship between the difference between the three groups by BPI

and test scores in computer learning, and furthermore, (7) We compared results of

using home-made teaching aids and not using home-made teaching aids. Finally, we

tried to identify the relationship between test scores in computer learning and

individuality.

Table 1 Grouping of IQ (SD) Table 2 Grouping of BPI

Higher group higher than 61 Left brain predominant lower than 4.4

Middle group 51 - 60 Both brain 4.5 - 5.4

Lower group lower than 50 Right brain predominant higher than 5.5

3 Result of investigation and Discussion

(1) There is a relationship between the result of required subjects and test scores

in computer learning in lower secondary schools. Table 3 shows the relationship

between results of subjects and test scores in computer learning. Through

investigation, we fout id that the result of technology, science and matematics is highly

related to the test scores in computer learning. In order to idntify the significance,

authors examined by T score and x2 Chi-square and we found a strong relationship

between technology, science and mathematics and computer learning.

(2) The relationship between IQ and test scores in computer learning: Fig 1 shows

a relationship between 10 and test scores in computer learning. The lower IQ group is

largely behind the higher and middle IQ groups in both the understanding mechanism

and the construction of computer and fundamental programming.
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Table 3 Relationship between result of other subjects and test scores in computer learning.

1

higher IQ group 1 middle IQ group T-score x2

Chi-squareay. score SD ay. score SD

!Japanese 71.8 11.3 I 69.1 14.4 0.805 9.3

!Social St. 77.8 1!, 7
.

I
;

68.5 20.3 +1.978 14.5

;Mathematics 1 72.9 14.8 55.3 26.3 1 *3.214 +19.4

i Science
;

88.9 7.0 80.0 9.7 *4.069 *23.30

;English 93.0 8.8 77.8 I 22.1 *3.532 13.8

i Technology
i

83.0 13.6 1 66.2 11.7 *5.197 *70.30

level of significance + 0.05 * 0.01

UV.

.nnerrrrrrnevyarn-t-rmrm.,.........-1-e4

Construction and zr, nigher group

Func.tion of computer 1 61. 8 m:ddlc group

42.5 lower group

Programmir.gAAS1C lang.

sequential, If then.

loop, machine control)

Total (average )

4;iismi4iiiTIT.NOPi.iiiil 32.6
j 64.6

0

31. 9

77.4

63.2

37.2-

50

Fig 1 Relationship between IQ and test scores in computer learning

Construstion and
Function of computer

Programming(BAS1C lang.

sequential, If then,

loop, machine control)

Total (average )

100%

.,-..-;--7577:::7177.!;gizii:::rm 65. 8 Lef t Brain Peredominant
61. 4 Bo th Brain

-40. 9 Right Brain Predominant

71. 1

59. 0
1 51. 4

1 59.3

68.5

160.2

0 50 100%

Fig 2 Relationship between BIP and test scores in computer learning
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(3) Relationship between the BPI and test score in computer learning: Fig 2 shows

a relationship between the BPI and test scores in computer learning. The left brain

predominant group students got better results, while the lower IQ group and the right

brain predominant group got a lesser scores. Comparing the relatlionship between IQ

and test scores in computer learning, we found no significant difference between the

left brain predominant group and both brain group except that the right brain is the

predominant group.

(4) Relationship between the result of subjects: mathematics, science, and

technology and test scores in computer leaming.

1) Result of mathematics and test scores of computer learning:Fig 3

and Fig 4 shows a relationship between the result of rnathetmatics and

science, and test scores in computer learning. The three student groups

were divided by the result of the subjects largely differing in test scores

in computer learning.

2) Result of Science and test scores in computer learning

Cons t r 0 on and

Functioo of computer

Programming(BAS1C lang

sequential, If then,

loop, machine control)

Total (average )

77.8 higher group....

57.8 middle group

;?1 40. 0 lower group

34.6

37 3

81 0

64. 4

79 4

I 61 I

Fig 3 Relationship between the results of mathematics and test scores in computer learning
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Construction and

Function of computer

PrngrAmming(RASI(' 18ng

sequential, If then.

loop, machine control)

Total (average )

1111:1!:H;1""ilni"rililliiHnItn li1"41-1 73 5 agher group,, . .

58.5 middle group

38.7 lower group

30 4

,

67.4

0-0.0

ro.:«EZI
4:=XL.1

r,!RI 11 3 4 5

80 4

T 62. 9

0 50 100%

Fig 4 Relationship between the results of science and test scores in computer learning

(5) Relationship between test scores and teaching aids used in computer

leamingg: As mentioned above, the lower IQ group students and the right brain

predominant group students got worse test score in computer learning. In order to

cope with this problem, teachers developed teaching aids/materials. Fig 5 shows a

relationship between using teching aids and test scores in computer learning.

Teaching aids group got better test score in almost all contents. Teaching

aids/materials are particularly effective concerning theoritical contents in computer

learning for beginners.

1) condition of switch on
2) condition of switch off
3) degital signal

4) one bit
5) one byte
6) condition of three lamps

7) binary digit

8) binary digitdecimal
9) decimal binary

10) addition in binary

11) condition of switch

12) truth table
13) logic symbol

...

............

....................... .

' with aids
without aigs.-----

......-

0 50 100%

Fig 5 Relationship between using teaching aids using the test scores in computer learning
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4 Conclusion

In order to achieve the goal of "computer literacy for all", we investigated a

relationship between test scores and individuality: result of required subjects, IQ and

PB1. The result of required subjects: technology, science and mathematics are

strongly related with test scores in computer learning. The higher I0 group students

and the left brain predominant group students got better test scores in computer

learning. The lower IQ and the right brain predominant group got worse test score.

The right brain predominant group students found of practice, practice oriented

instruction togather with teaching aids is most effective in computer learning.
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